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BINARY DECISION MACHINES:
ALTERNATIVE LOGIC FOR TELEMETRY CONTROL

by

E. Croson, University of California, Santa Barbara
J. Howard, University of California, Santa Barbara

L. Jue, University of California, Santa Barbara

ABSTRACT

A Binary Decision Machine (BDM) is described as a means of achieving logical control of
data acquisition equipment and telemetry systems. The basic architecture of a BDM is
initially presented followed by a description of its implementation as a Very Large Scale
Integration (VLSI) device. Performance characteristics, programming, and ease of use as a
controller are then presented via actual applications. The results of these endeavors led to
a means of digitizing and extracting doppler data in a missile telemetry system.

INTRODUCTION

There are several dominant trends in missile telemetry systems [1]. The amount of data to
be handled and the rates of the data show a steady increase. Most new weapon systems
are designed with digital technology. Data security requires encryption of digital signals
and appropriate telemetry interfaces to these systems must be developed. The requirement
for data encryption mandates the use of digital techniques. Current telemetry systems are
semi-intelligent and, without doubt, the majority of all telemetry systems in development
today make extensive use of finite state and automata theory for control purposes.

Digital designers usually have at their disposal a “Tool Box” containing a variety of
techniques for implementing control machines and logic. These include conventional
discrete logic, programmable logic devices (e.g., PALs and PLAs) , gate arrays, custom
integrated circuits, Read only Memories (ROMs) , microprocessors and microcontrollers.
The Binary Decision Machine (BDM) is a tool that should be added to this list because of
some features not found in the other methods.



BACKGROUND

Digital controller design relies on the foundations of boolean algebra as presented by
Shannon [2] and the implementation of the finite state machine through flipflops or other
memory devices. Boolean algebra is most often thought of as the simultaneous solution of
several boolean variables applied to a logic gate or network of gates. An alternative
approach to solving a boolean equation was described by Lee [3] in 1959 through a
representation he called “Binary Decision Programs”. Lee’s programs were predicated on
a computational model containing a single computer instruction of the form:

(1)  T  X;  A,B

The above instruction is interpreted as: if the logical variable X is equal to 0 then take the
next program instruction from address A; otherwise, take the next program instruction
from address B. Clearly, this can be restated as:

(2)  if not X then A else B.

By applying this thesis, Lee was able to evaluate a significant class, of boolean functions
and proved that a given logical expression could be solved more readily by a binary
decision (BD) program than it could by sequentially examining each term of the boolean
expression; i.e., his programs incorporated a heuristic form of logic simplification.

As an example of Lee’s methods, consider a two-bit magnitude comparator whose output
is a logical one if and only if the binary value of two inputs (X  ,Y ) are greater than the1 0

binary value of the other two inputs (Y  ,Y ). The sum-of-products expression for this1 0

boolean function would be:

f = X  'X Y  'Y  '+X X  'Y  'Y  '+X X  'Y  'Y  '+X X Y  'Y  '+X X Y  'Y +X X Y Y '1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Which reduces to:

f = X Y  '+X X Y  '+X Y  'Y  '1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

This function can easily be implemented as a two-level AND-OR network using discrete
logic. However, if the boolean variables are external inputs to a microprocessor and must
be evaluated on a bit-by-bit basis, then the resulting program would contain a large number
of logical comparisons. Lee’s method of evaluating the problem was to first consider the
most significant bits. If X  was a “1” and Y  a “0”, then the output is a “1”. Conversely, if1     1

X  is a “0” and Y  a “1” then the output is a “0”. However, if the most significant bits are 1     1



equal, then the least significant bits must be tested. His BD program to evaluate this
function would appear as:

Addr Inst
1 T X ; 3,21 

2 T Y  ; I,41

3 T Y  ; 4,N1

4 T Y  ; 5,N0

5 T X  ; N, I0

The symbols N and I were defined by Lee to indicate whether the circuit output is a “0” or
“1”, respectively. The logical conclusion to be drawn is that the minimal machine to
execute such a BD program must have at least two instructions, an output instruction and a
conditional branch instruction, respectively.

Lee’s BD approach to solving boolean functions presents some clear advantages over
conventional logic. The BD method linearly parses a boolean function to achieve a
solution. That is, for an n-variable boolean function there are at most n decisions to arrive
at a solution. Conventional logic, on the other hand, can require as many as 2  decisions.n

There has been much discussion in the literature [4] as to who first applied BD principals
in the development of an architecture to specifically execute BD programs. In 1973 Clare
[5] proposed an algorithmic state machine whose control is essentially a “flow-charted”
state machine and is BD-like. On the other hand, Boute [6] presented a machine in 1976
that contained only two instructions and was specifically designed to execute BD
programs. Boute’s machine employed a conventional sequential instruction fetch
architecture with an output instruction and a conditional branch instruction predicated on
an input literal.

Many researchers have subsequently proposed machine architectures based on BD
principals. Zsombor-Murray, et al [7] designed a BD based programmable controller to
solve a variety of control problems. Their machine, modeled largely on a Boute-type
architecture, was coupled with a conventional microprocessor for task sharing. That is, the
overall task was partitioned such that the microprocessor undertook those tasks less suited
to a BDM. Mange [8] designed a “High-Level-Language Programmable Controller” based
on BD principals. Mange’s machine, constructed from a bit-slice microprocessor, could
execute control programs written in a PASCAL-like high level language that compiled to
executable BD programs.

Aside from hardware considerations, there remains the task of being able to translate or
represent a control problem in BD form. Most digital designers are comfortable with truth



tables, boolean equations, and state machine representations. The translation from this
format to one more suitable to a BD program is not always clear. Akers [9] described a
method for defining digital functions by way of a binary decision diagram. His method
provides a concise description of a problem as a “tree” structure based on binary
decisions. Because a BD program can sequentially evaluate input literals, it is ideally
suited for traversing a tree structure. Cerny, Mange, and Sanchez [10] extended the work
by Akers to include multiple output networks and applied minimization techniques to the
resulting tree structures. Optimization and minimization of tree structures is important
since the size of a BD program is directly related to the number of test nodes required.
Also, the execution time is a function of the number of decisions required to traverse a
particular path to a solution node. Moret [11] presented various methods of evaluating
sequential functions through the use of decision trees, diagrams, and tables. However, in
many cases there may be an equivalent program that is more optimal. Thayse [12]
developed an algorithm which, for any given conditional program, obtains an equivalent
one with a minimum number of conditional nodes. It is clear that the work of Thayse and
Moret is particularity applicable to binary decision programs.

A DEVELOPMENTAL BDM

One of the major requirements for the test and evaluation of a weapon system is the design
and development of instrumentation and telemetry systems. The increased demand to
interface to digital systems has necessitated the evaluation of all techniques suitable for
capturing and manipulating data. In most instances this requires some form of an
embedded automaton as the control mechanism. Therefore, the binary decision machine
was investigated as another “tool” for the telemetry system designer.

The machine architecture, shown in Figure 1, is a slight variant of Boute’s. The elements
of the machine are:

a. Next Address Register
b. Instruction Register
c. Instruction Decoder
d. Input Selector
e. Output Register

 The Next Address Register (NAR) points to the next instruction in external program
memory. External program memory was chosen for the developmental model to allow the
use of ROM, EPROM, EEROM and other programmable devices such that a variety of
control programs could be evaluated. The NAR had to have the capability of being parallel
loaded for branch instructions or incremented for non-branch conditions. Rather than limit
the NAR to absolute addressing, provisions were included to allow relative or 



Figure 1. BDM Architecture

displacement addressing in future versions. This was accomplished by designing the NAR
around a full adder. Incrementing is achieved by adding one to the current contents.
Absolute addressing is done by first clearing the register and adding the absolute address.
Lastly, relative addressing can be achieved by simply adding the displacement to the
current contents.

The Instruction Register (IR) receives the next machine instruction from the program
memory. The instruction is held pending decoding and resolution of an input variable (if
the current instruction is a conditional branch). Instruction decoding is accomplished by a
combination of conventional logic and data selectors.

Conditional branch instructions are predicated by the state of an input variable. The Input
Selector (IS) selects one of the eight boolean inputs (as specified in the instruction word)
and latches it for subsequent processing.

The Output Register (OR) is bit-addressable such that any bit may be selected and set to a
predefined state. The output value is coded as part of the instruction word.



BDM INSTRUCTION SET

The developmental BDM has four instructions. These are:

(1) OUT <output bit>,<logical value>
(2) BT <input bit>,<address>
(3) BF <input bit>,<address>
(4) BR <address>

The output instruction (1) , sets the specified output bit to the specified value. For instance,
OUT 3,0 means to set output bit 3 (counting starts at 0) to a logic “0”. The BDM has eight
outputs so the output bits range from 0 to 7.

Instruction (2) is a Branch if True (BT) instruction. If the specified input bit is TRUE
(logic “1”) then branch to the specified address. If the specified bit is FALSE (logic “0”)
then go on to the next instruction in sequence. For example, BT 5,35 means test input line
5 and, if it is TRUE, branch to address 35. Since the BDM has eight inputs, input variables
from 0 to 7 may be specified in the instruction.

Instruction (3), Branch if False, has the same format as (2) except the branch occurs if the
condition is FALSE. For instance, BF 0,11 means to test input variable 0 and branch to
address 11 if it is FALSE (logic “0”).

The last instruction, (4), is an unconditional branch to a specified address. Clearly an
unconditional branch can be achieved by using the two conditional branches, but it is less
efficient. The statement BR 10 means to unconditionally branch to address 10 in the
program.

Lee’s magnitude comparator problem can be programmed as shown below for the BDM.
Note that the mnemonics and format are those defined for a BDM Assembler that
generates the binary code for the BDM. The assembler is available at but is beyond the
scope of this paper for discussion.

label address mnemonic comment
START: 0 BF X1,TRYX0 ; if X  =0 try X1   0

1 BF Y1,ONE ; X  > Y  so F=11  1

TRYX0: 2 BF X0,ZERO ; X X =00 so F=01 0

3 BF Y0,ONE ; X > Y so F=1
ZERO: 4 OUT F,0 ; set F=0

5 BR DONE ; and we are done
ONE: 6 OUT F,1 ; set F=1
DONE: 7 .... ; rest of program



 BDM INSTRUCTION WORD FORMAT

An 11-bit instruction word was selected for the developmental BDM to allow the device to
be housed in a 40-pin package, a standard for the MOS Implementation Service (MOSIS)
who would be fabricating the prototype versions. This restricted the design to eight inputs,
eight outputs, and a typical program size of 64 instructions. Programs larger than 64
instructions are achieved by using a “paging” technique. Unused output lines can be used
to select a new page from program memory for more instructions. The instruction word
format is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. BDM Instruction Word Format.

The OPCODE field (IW ) contains a vertical code for the four machine instructions. The9-10

instructions are coded as:

IW Iw Instruction10 9

0 0 OUT <IW >, <IW >6-8  0

0 1 BT <IW >, <IW >6-8  0-5

1 0 BF <IW >, <IW  >6-8  0-5

1 1 BR <IW >0-5

The I/O field (IW ) contains the address to select eight inputs or eight outputs. The6-8

BRANCH field (IW ) contains the branch address consisting of 64 possible addresses.0-5

The OUTPUT field (IW  ) is assign a 1 or 0 value for the designated output.0

A schematic diagram of the BDM in a 40-pin package is shown as Figure 3. In addition to
power and ground (V  and GND) , the remaining pins are a clock input (CLK), a systemDD

reset (RST/) , an input to force a wait state (WAIT/) for slow memory, and an output
signal indicating a memory reference is taking place (MREQ/).



Figure 3:  BDM Pinouts.

BDM TIMING

The timing of the BDM is founded on four clock cycles (states) for one comlete machine
cycle. These states are defined as:

S : OPCODE fetch. The instruction register is loaded with the next instruction from0

memory and the I/O address is applied to the IS and OR. IW , the output value,0

is also routed to the OR. In register transfer notation:
IR <-- (NAR) ; next instruction word
IS <-- IW ; potential input address6-8

OR <-- IW ; or output address6-8

D  <-- IW ; and output valueout  0

S : Decode. The instruction is decoded and the NAR is incremented. The input0

variable, D  is latched for conditional branches.in

NAR <-- NAR+1 ; increment next address
D  <-- (IW ) ; latch input valuein  6-8



S : Execution. Control signals are generated during this state to effect execution of2

the instruction. If an OUT instruction is asserted, IW  is latched in the selected0

output bit. If a branch is asserted, the branch address is loaded into the NAR.

if (op = OUT) then
OUT(IW ) <== D6-8   out

  else
if (BT@D +BF@D  '+BR = 1) then NAR <== IWin in       0-5

S : A wait state for slow EPROM memory.3

VLSI IMPLEMENTATION

The developmental BDM was designed for NMOS technology using Caesar [13] on a
VAX 11/750 computer. Complete simulations and design rule checking was done prior to
submission to MOSIS for fabrication. The resulting die, measuring .140 X .100 inches (3.5
X 2.5 mm) , were housed in a standard 40-pin dual inline package. The actual BDM
accounted for only 70% of the die area and the rest was necessary for a 40-pin footprint.

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Two lots of 5 die each were received from MOSIS. All devices were tested and found to
work properly. The BDM characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Technology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NMOS
Package . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DIP, 40-Pin
Power Supply . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   +5 VDC
Maximum Clock Rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   10 MHz
Number of Instructions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     4
Instruction Execution Time (minimum) . . . . . .  250 ns
Maximum Program Size (1 page) . . . . . . . . . .    64
Inputs (TTL compatible) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      8
Outputs (TTL compatible) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      8
Power Dissipation (25 EC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   200 MW

Table 1:  BDM performance characteristics.



EXAMPLE BDM APPLICATIONS

The first application for the BDM was for the control of a data acquisition and display
system. This system permitted the evaluation of 1-bit, 3-bit, 4-bit and 6-bit digitization of
video data. The technique used was to sample and hold the data at a 100KHz rate, perform
a flash analog-to-digital (A-D) conversion, and convert the digital data back to analog
using 1-bit, 3-bit, 4-bit, and 6-bit digital-to-analog converters. A block diagram of the
system and the necessary timing is shown in Figure 4.

 (a) System Block Diagram

Figure 4: Video Data Acquisition and Display System.

The timing requirements are straight forward and could readily be done with a sequencer
or finite state machine. The BDM was chosen as the control element for two main reasons:

(1) it was known in advance that several different tests were to be run and that the
control design would be easier to change on the BDM

than
it would be for discrete logic.

(2) the programmability and fixed execution time (four clock cycles per instruction)
would be an advantage in altering the control function and adjusting the timing.

The actual program for the system is found in Table 2. Note that the mnemonics are for the
BDM Assembler.



S_and_H equ 1 ; Sample/Hold output address
convert equ 0 ; A-D convert output address
latch equ 2 ; output address to latch A-D data
track equ 0 ; value to force track mode
hold equ 1 ; value to hold data for A-D
on equ 1 ; define on = true
off equ 0 ; and off = false

start: out S_and_H, track ; track the data
out latch, off ; stable for display
out convert, off ; NOP for timing
out convert, off ; another NOP
out S_and_H, hold ; freeze the data
out convert, on ; start A-D conversion
out convert, off ; complete it
out  convert, off ; NOP for timing
out latch, on ; freeze the data

Table 2:  BDM program listing for data acquisition system.

A 4MHz BDM clock was selected, so 10 instructions were required per loop to achieve
the 100KHz sample rate. Thus, three “do nothing” (NOP) instructions were included in the
program. Note the advantage of a fixed execution time (number of clock cycles) for all
instructions.

Though the control problem itself is almost trivial, the overall results gained from using the
BDM are significant. The entire task, from initial conception through the end of data
gathering, was completed in approximately 12 hours. This included wiring the system,
programming the BDM, and verifying the system performance. Also note that an error was
found in the A-D data sheet and a control signal had to be inverted via a program
modification.

A second application of the BDM was for the control of data compression. Results of the
first test showed that 3 bits were sufficient to encode the video data. Further tests were
required to see if it was possible to “compress” the data by intentionally including “gaps”
in the data stream. These tests required a system to:

1. make continuous samples of the video data at a 100KHz rate.
2. display 3/4 of the samples and discard 1/4 ofthe samples after a predetermined

(switch setting) time interval and start over. For example, take four samples,
display 3 and discard 1, or take 2048 samples, display 1536, and discard 512. The



number of samples to take had to be switch selectable and changed while tests
were run.

3. output the data at 3/4 the sample rate with the outputs uniformly spliced in time.

A sample of the required timing and output is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5.  BDM Application 2 Timing Requirements

Data is sampled in a similar fashion to that of the first test and stored in a First In First Out
(FIFO) memory. Data to be displayed is “popped” out of the FIFO at uniform intervals
(3/4 the sampling interval). The data is routed to DACs for conversion to analog for
analysis. The sample quantity is determined by a counter switch setting. When Terminal
count is reached, the FIFO is cleared and the process starts over. The BDM’s task was to
control the sampling and storing of data into the FIFO, retreiving data from the FIFO for
display, and incrementing the sample counter. When terminal count is detected, the
counter is reset and the FIFO is cleared. A 6MHz clock was selected for this application
and the BDM therefore required 15 instructions per sample interval to maintain the
100KHz sample rate. The entire program consists of 60 instructions and provides all the
necessary control for the system. Because of its length, the listing is not included herein.

CONCLUSIONS

The BDM provided several features not found in other tools. The BDM proved to be a
valuable tool in implementing control machines and logic. In both applications, the control
problem was slated as a binary decision flowgraph. Implementation was rapid requiring a
minimal amount of wiring and programming. Design changes were easy to incorporate
since additional inputs and outputs were available and new programs could be easily
programmed into external EPROM. Substantial savings were realized in the time
necessary to implement (and modify) control designs.

The results were so gratifying that a second generation BDM design using CMOS
technology is under way. The new design features an expanded I/O capability and



instruction set and will support recursion. A C-like high level BD language is being
developed to further simplify the generation of control programs. Future efforts will focus
on including the program memory (ROM) in the chip design and having the ability of
encoding the ROM (on the chip design) directly from a BD compilers Thus, a complete
controller can be designed, evaluated and then cast in silicon for actual use.
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